
baked with a dash of pepper, salt and butter on the 
side or with a splash of lemon are low in calories. On 
the other hand, potatoes consumed with all the ‘fixins’ 
provide more calories than a sailor needs for a side. 
The revised DoD Menu Standards state that at least 
one starch, such as potatoes or rice at breakfast based 
on demand, must be provided at each meal.” 

With the implementation of the “Go for Green” 
program in military food service, in which the nutrient 
density of foods is classified by green, yellow or red 
(based on calories, total fat, cholesterol and sodium), 
“Go for Green” criteria state that green sides contain 
225 calories or less and no more than 4 grams of total 
fat, yellow sides contain 225 calories to 350 calories 
and have between 4 grams and 6 grams of fat, and 
red sides contain 350 calories or more and at least 6 
grams of fat.

“Sailors are educated to choose sides that are low in 
saturated fat and sodium that contain fiber,” Person-
Whippo said. 

She added that according to the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture’s (USDA) MyPlate.gov, a balanced meal 
is described as including about 25 percent of the plate 
volume as a starch. “The potato acts as a vegetable and 
as a starch, so it may cover a bit more than 25 percent.”  

The dietitian noted that there are advantages and 
disadvantages in terms of preparing potatoes, such as 

Potatoes and vegetables are considered to be stan-
dard fare on menus in military dining facilities 
worldwide. 

How these staples of a nutritionally balanced diet 
are prepared, however, influences whether or not they 
rank as healthful, nutritious options for all service 
members. This is receiving even more careful review 
with the recent launch of an initiative by the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) to improve nutrition standards.

NUTRITION IS PRIMARY FOCUS 
Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) Reg-

istered Dietitian Jennifer Person-Whippo explained 
that the Joint Recipe Service Committee collaborates 
quarterly on recipe development and revision for all 
services.

“Potato recipes will be considered as a result of the 
new standards with nutrition as a primary focus,” she 
said. “The committee will engage Natick Labs to iden-
tify prepared potato brands that have a lower sodium 
and fat content for future potato recipes. Prepared 
potatoes have a role in sailor’s diets when culinary 
specialists need to produce a large quantity of product 
and manning is low. They also may be used when 
storage constraints are prevalent and fresh potatoes 
are not able to meet endurance requirements. 

“Potatoes are extremely versatile and very nutritious, 
so we expect that even more interesting ways of incor-
porating them will be included in our recipe system 
update, and then make their way into the repertoire 
of entrees and sides offered to our military diners.”  

In its original state, or as Person-Whippo called it 
“brown and from the ground,” the basic potato con-
tains carbohydrate, fiber, potassium, zinc and vitamin 
C and is low in calories. 

“Preparation methods and added condiments are 
ultimately what determine the calorie and nutrient 
value of the final dish,” she pointed out. “Potatoes 

Providing Healthier 
and Nutritious Options
Preparation is Key  
When Conforming 
To Military Standards 

Machinist’s Mate 1st Class Audrey McDaniel seasons 
potatoes for a Caribbean meal aboard the aircraft 
carrier USS Harry S Truman (CVN-75).  (U.S. NAVY PHOTO 

BY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 3RD CLASS NINA HUGHES)
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whether they are peeled 
and prepared fresh, or 
whether they already 
come precooked.  

“The trade-off is al-
ways in the changes to 
the nutritive value of the 
remaining product vs. the 
fresh, natural product,” 
she noted.  

SUPPLIERS 
Potato suppliers are of-

fering healthier options in 
response to the military’s 
efforts to provide more 
nutritious meals for service members.

McCain Foods is responding to the military’s revised 
dietary requirements by introducing more bakeable 
options. “McCain offers value with the right products 
while keeping the Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA) 
in mind,” said Lynn Lee, associate manager, customer 
marketing for McCain Foods. 

An example is McCain Farmer’s Kitchen Oven-Baked 
Potato products. “With a nutrition profile of 98 percent 
fat free, 0 grams saturated fat and 0 grams trans fat, it 
fills the need for healthier options to improve troop 
health and readiness, while providing appetizing foods 
that troops will eat.”

MEETING MILITARY NEEDS
Lamb Weston provides a variety of potato products 

for the military. The majority of its products can be 
cooked in a convection oven, in a conventional oven, 
by deep-frying or in the case of the Generation 7 Fries, 
in an impingement oven.

“When it comes to determining which (preparation) 
method is to be used, nutrition is always a consider-
ation, along with the service members’ preference, 
cost and the dining facility’s cooking and holding 
capacity,” said Michael DiMatteo, vice president of 
marketing for Lamb Weston.

“Recently, we’ve added our Alexia Oven Roasted 
Potato Medley, 1-inch tri-cut dices in a delicious medley 
of sweet potatoes and three naturally colorful heirloom 
potato varieties to the Army Contingency Operations 
(CONOPS) menu in the Middle East as a healthier alter-
native,” DiMatteo added. “This item will also be added 
to lunch and dinner menus in the very near future.”

All Lamb Weston potato products are frozen, except 
for the Generation 7 Fries, which can be refrigerated at 
40 degrees Fahrenheit or colder up to five days prior to 
cooking. “This is an important quality for some estab-

lishments that are located 
in more remote locations 
or have a limited amount 
of available freezer space,” 
he explained.

Healthy options that 
Lamb Weston provides 
are the Generation 7 Fries, 
which are bakeable French 
fries, and My Fries Gold 
frozen potato products that 
contain 25 percent less fat 
when fried, and even less 
fat when baked, DiMatteo 
said.

VEGETABLES 
In regard to vegetables, Person-Whippo stressed that 

the Joint Recipe Service Committee wants to provide 
only products that maintain the qualities of fresh and 
frozen varieties. “These provide the best flavor, color, 
texture and nutrition,” she said. “Prepared vegetables 
indicate that the nutritive value is altered.”

Most fresh and frozen vegetables automatically 
fall into the green category on the “Go for Green” 
spectrum, according to Person-Whippo.

“They move to the yellow and red categories when 
altered by added salt, butter, creamy sauces or from 
being fried,” she added. “Broccoli is a preferred veg-
etable, accepted by many and brightly colored when 
steamed and squirted with lemon juice. It quickly 
moves to the red category with the addition of salt 
and fat-laden cheese sauce. The addition of less sauce 
may qualify it in the yellow category, but it will still 
never contain the most nutrients as when it was in 
its original state.” 

Preparation of vegetables must also be taken into 
consideration when accounting for nutritional value. 
“Fresh and frozen are the preferred vegetables choices 
over canned for nutrition, taste and texture of the pre-
pared vegetable dish,” the dietitian said. “Batch cookery 
is recommended to maintain all sensory properties 
and nutrient value.”

FRESH AND FROZEN VEGETABLES
C&R Foods, a foodservice broker for the military, 

provides a variety of frozen vegetable blend medleys 
that utilize Mayan heirloom squash, broccoli, red bell 
peppers and French green beans.

Robert Franco, military food broker for C&R Foods, 
noted that all products are fresh and frozen, including 
pre-cut salads that the company also offers to military 
foodservice operations. –GFS

Culinary Specialist Seaman Meagan 
Taylorburns prepares cucumbers in the 
aft galley of the aircraft carrier USS Ronald 
Reagan (CVN-76). (U.S. NAVY PHOTO BY MASS COM-

MUNICATION SPECIALIST 3RD CLASS DYLAN MCCORD)
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